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Background
With all of its natural resources, rich culture,and storied history, Africa has often

found itself  behind when it comes to technological advancements, science and

innovation.   This problem domain has oftentimes led to a lack of sustainable growth

for the continent.  Africa has many brilliant minds and creatives who simply lack the

opportunity to showcase their genius.   This is why the Africeum project was

created..  Africeum looks to be the largest NFT marketplace where Africans of all

nations can mint, sell,  and trade their artwork.   The artwork will be marketed to

countries in the West via FB/IG ads, Google Ads and Youtube promotions.    By doing

so ,Africeum hopes to bridge the wealth gap and create opportunities for artists in

Africa to earn a sustainable living by showcasing and selling their work as NFT’s.

Problem Domain

The Africeum Project
The goal of the Africeum project is to create an NFT marketplace where African

artists  of all nations can freely, and easily mint, sell, and produce high quality NFT’s

that showcase the rich culture that Africa has to offer . Africeum will introduce NFT’s

on a larger scale by creating a platform where people looking to buy and support

African art can be connected with the African creatives themselves.  . This creates a



vast opportunity to create sustainable income for local artists in Africa as well as

push the artwork itself beyond the continent.   Making the Africeum Marketplace

more mainstream starts with educating people on the core concepts, as well as

making it easily accessible to mint, sell and trade NFT’s.

As part of Africeum’s social commitment, Africeum will donate a percentage of all

proceeds to causes such as technology education, wildlife conservation, education,

job acquisition and accessible clean water projects.

Africeum Token:

Token Overview
The Crypto market has introduced new ways of building distributed infrastructure

through the use of tokens. The Africeum team came together to build and fund a

vision that we truly believe can change the world for the better.  The Africeum

token is what powers the Africeum ecosystem.   All transactions including

purchasing, sales and payments will be made via the Africeum token.   This creates

real world utility and produces scarcity for the Africeum Token.    The platform will

also have staking as a way to bolster the network and reduce the amount of

tokens in circulation.   In addition to utility, the token itself is able to burned as a

deflationary mechanism.   Africeum is built on the Binance (BNB) Smart Chain

platform with three main functions:

- As a tradable Crypto Token on the open market.

- As a means of paying for all transactions on the NFT marketplace

- As a crypto token, users can stake their tokens to earn rewards
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Aside from these, Africeum (AFC) will open up to all financial and any other

industries. Africeum will not limit the usage of AFC nor business entities that would



like to use AFC for their businesses. Therefore, any companies or organizations,

individuals may be able to utilize AFC as a crypto token just like Bitcoin and

Ethereum’s ETH.

Token Utility

All purchases and sales of any NFT artwork will be paid using the Africeum token.  In

addition to the transaction, any fees associated will also be paid in the native

Africeum Token.   In addition to the transactions, staking of the Africeum Token will

also be available on the platform as a way of incentivizing holders.   Holders who

stake Africeum will receive additional Africeum tokens.

Listed Tradable Assets

AFC is tradeable currently, Pancakeswap.   Africeum has plans to list on other

centralized exchanges in the near future.    Exchange listings will be done

incrementally as Africeum gains more traction and trading volume.

Exclusive Owner Benefits

As an added incentive, AFC owners will receive periodic promotions to earn rewards such

as preferential access to new products/services, and opportunities.

Token Specifications
Token Name:  Africeum
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Symbol  AFC



Issuance Amount 100,000,000

Particulars BEP 20 Binance Smart Chain

Maximum Token Offered 100,000,000 AFC

Use of Proceeds Section 4.4

Token Info

Africeum is currently trading on PancakeSwap.   The contract address is

0xb9bFE9241aCFFBe7f5B06C4e668c4a43b8431D3a.

Use of Proceeds

Proceeds will be used toward development of the Africeum Ecosystem.. Part of the initial
funds will be used for marketing through social media channels like Youtube, FB,
Instagram, and Twitter. Africeum will also use part of the sale proceeds to fund the
creation, development and maintenance of the Infrastructure required.  .
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Who Benefits
Making cryptocurrency more mainstream starts with educating people on the core concepts, as
well as making it easily accessible to trade..
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